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Abstract
Sandwich plates comprised of truss cores faced with either planar trusses or solid sheets are optimally designed for
minimum weight subject to prescribed combinations of bending and transverse shear loads. Motivated by recent advances in manufacturing possibilities, attention is focussed on plates with truss elements and faces made from a single
material. The optimized plates are compared with similarly optimized honeycomb core sandwich plates fashioned from
the same material. Sandwich plates with solid sheet faces and truss cores are highly ecient from a weight standpoint.
These are also studied for their performance as compression panels. Optimized compression panels of this construction
compare favorably with the most ecient stringer stiened plates. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Truss plates; Octet truss; Optimal design

1. Introduction
Recent developments in the manufacturing of truss structures appear to greatly extend their application
possibilities. New ecient casting-based procedures have been devised which permit entire truss structure
components to be produced at scales ranging from millimeters to tens of centimeters. Two examples are
shown in Fig. 1. Electro-deposition has been used to form truss structures at an even smaller scales with
elements whose diameters can be as small as ®fty microns (Brittain et al., 2000). Eorts are underway to
determine the stiness of truss structures and to assess their strength, both experimentally and theoretically
(Wallach and Gibson, 2000).
Well designed structures using truss elements can be highly ecient from a weight standpoint, as will be
established for plates in this paper. They have additional potential by virtue of their open structure for
multi-functional applications. For example, sandwich plates with solid skins and truss cores can serve as a
heat transfer elements simultaneously carrying loads. The cavity between the skins could be used for
storage of a liquid or pressurized gas in other applications. Honeycomb core sandwiches or conventional
stringer stiened construction does not facilitate either of these dual purposes.
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Fig. 1. Sandwich plates. Octet truss plate whose members are identical (top) and sandwich plate with truss core (bottom).

The two types of plate structures considered in this paper are shown in Fig. 2. One has triangulated
planar truss faces, while the other has solid sheet faces. Each has a truss core with 120° in-plane symmetry.
The plates are uniform (untapered). The length of the members in the core is Lc and the core thickness is Hc .
The angle between the core members and the faces is uc  sin 1 Hc =Lc . In the present study, only solid
circular members will be considered, and the core member radius is Rc . For the plates with truss faces (Fig.
2a), the length and radius of the solid circular face members are denoted by Lf and Rf where,
q
Lf  3 L2c Hc2 :
1
The thickness of the solid isotropic sheets comprising the faces of the sandwich plates in Fig. 2b is denoted
by tf . The 120° symmetry of the plates ensures that their bending and in-plane stretching stinesses are
isotropic.
While more ecient designs might make use of distinct materials for the core and faces, here we will limit
the possibilities by taking a common material for all truss members and face sheets. The YoungÕs modulus,
PoissonÕs ratio, uniaxial yield strength and weight density of the material are denoted by E, m, rY and q,
respectively. The designs will account for buckling and plastic yielding of the faces and core members.
Optimal designs will be sought, wherein the weight is minimized subject to the failure constraints for
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Fig. 2. Plate structures with truss cores. (a) Plates with planar truss faces. The darker members are top face members, the lighter solid
members the bottom face members, and the dashed members the core members. (b) Plates with solid sheet faces.

speci®ed combinations of bending moment and transverse shear force. In addition, optimal design of the
plates as compression panels will be considered. The weight per unit area of the plate with truss faces is
 2

p
R
Lc R2
W  2 3pq 2 f  2 c ;
2
Lf
Lf
and that of the plate with solid sheet faces is


p Lc R2c
:
W  2q tf  p 2
3 Lc Hc2

3

2. Plates with truss cores and truss faces subject to bending and transverse shear
The general situation envisioned for the design problem is that the uniform, in®nitely wide plate must
carry a maximum moment per unit length M and a maximum transverse shear force per unit length V .
Bending occurs only about the direction parallel to the loading line. A wide plate under three-point loading,
with force per unit length, 2P, at the center is a prototypical example. Each half of the plate carries a
uniform transverse shear load per length, V  P , and a maximum moment per length, M  P `, at the
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center, where ` is the half-length of the plate. In this example, the maximum moment and the maximum
shear transverse force are attained at the same point, but that is not essential nor to be expected. In the
general situation, the ratio of the maximum moment to the maximum transverse force (both per unit
length),
`

M
;
V

4

de®nes a quantity with dimensions of length which will be central in the analysis. The study is limited to
relatively thin plates in the sense that the thickness, Hc , is assumed to be small compared to `. Thus, Lc =`
and Lf =` will also be small.
An essential step in the optimization process is the determination of the maximum member forces in
terms of maximum moment and maximum shear force. To facilitate the analysis, the truss joints are idealized as pin joints oering no rotational resistance from member to member or to the faces. The member
forces are expected to be given fairly accurately by this idealization, which is widely used in truss analysis.
However, the buckling resistance of the truss will be underestimated, thereby overestimating the weight of
the optimal structure. Implications of the assumption of pinned joints will be discussed later in the paper.
The truss plate of Fig. 2(a) is not statically determinant: for each repeating unit of the structure there are
three more unknown member forces than joint equilibrium equations. Nevertheless, simple expressions for
member forces can be obtained from equilibrium considerations alone for certain load orientations. For the
load orientation parallel to A±A0 in Fig. 3, the deformation involves bending about a single direction (A±A0 ),
assuming appropriate constraint at in®nity in the transverse direction. The members in the faces parallel to
the load line undergo no straining and their forces are zero. The remaining member forces can be obtained

Fig. 3. Nonzero member forces in the truss plate at section A±A0 . The load line is parallel to A±A0 , and the members which are parallel to
A±A0 carry zero force.
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from the method of sections. Consider a typical section A±A0 shown in Fig. 3, where the moment per unit
length and transverse force per unit length carried by the plate at that section are M and V . The members
with nonzero forces are labeled in Fig. 3. The method of sections gives the member forces neighboring A±A0 ,
as detailed in Fig. 3. The forces in the core members are
 
 
Lc
VLf Lc
Fc1  VLf
;
Fc2 
:
5
Hc
2
Hc
If terms of relative order Lf =` are neglected in the expression for the force in the face members, the members
inclined to the load line experience
 
M Lf
Ff  p
6
3 Hc
with due account for the sign dierence between the top and bottom members. Forces in all the other
members can be derived from these formulas by accounting for the shift of M and V from section to section.
The magnitude of the maximum force in a core member is thus related to the maximum shear force per
unit length, V , by
 
Lc
Fc  VLf
:
7
Hc
This force is compressive if V acts downward in Fig. 3, which will be assumed in the following. (Note, for
example, that the truss in a three-point bend con®guration experiences a sign of V on one side of the center
and the opposite sign on the other. In this case, therefore, the maximum compressive load in a core member
is always Eq. (7)). Let the maximum moment per unit length be M, it follows that the magnitude of the
maximum force in a face sheet member is
 
M Lf
Ff  p
;
8
3 Hc
acting as compression in one of the faces and tension in the other, depending on the sense of M.
The four constraints on the maximum member forces are
 
M Lf
p
6 rY pR2f ; face member yielding;
3 Hc
M
p
3




VLf

VLf

Lf
Hc
Lc
Hc
Lc
Hc


6

p3 ER4f
; face member buckling;
4L2f

9a

9b


6 rY pR2c ; core member yielding;

6

p3 ER4c
; core member buckling:
4L2c

9c

9d

The two conditions on buckling take the beam members to be simply-supported at their ends, consistent
with the pinned joint idealization. In each case, this approximation provides a lower bound to the actual
member forces which can be sustained. Later in the paper, we will provide some indication of the extent to
which the underestimate of the critical buckling loads aects the optimization outcome. Improvement of
the present analysis will require more accurate formulas for the buckling constraints (9b) and (9d).
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2.1. The optimization problem
The maximum load quantities, M and V , are assumed to be speci®ed and ` is given by Eq. (4). The
material properties are also speci®ed. De®ne four dimensionless geometric design variables as
~
x  x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; x4   Rf =`; Lf =`; Rc =`; Hc =`;
p
where Lc =`  x24  x22 =3. The dimensionless weight per unit area of the truss plate from Eq. (2) is

q
p
W
2
1
2
2
 2 3p 2x1 x2  x3 x2
x24  x22 =3 :
q`

10

11

The optimization problem requires the minimization of W =q` with respect to ~
x subject to the four constraints in Eq. (9), which in dimensionless form become
 2  
1
V
E
p
12a
x1 2 x2 x4 1 6 1; face member yielding;
rY
3p EM
4
p
3p 3
1
p



4
p3



V2
EM




V2
x 4 x3 x 1 6 1; face member buckling;
EM 1 2 4


E
rY


q
x2 x3 2 x4 1 x24  x22 =3 6 1; core member yielding;


3=2
V2
6 1; core member buckling:
x2 x3 4 x4 1 x24  x22 =3
EM

12b
12c
12d

There is one dimensionless material parameter in the problem, rY =E, and only one dimensionless load
parameter, V 2 = EM.
2.2. The optimal plate truss
The optimization problem has been solved using a sequential quadratic programming algorithm which is
included in the IMSL Library. The material is assumed to be representative of a relatively high strength
aluminum with rY =E  0:007. The optimization is carried out for speci®ed values of V 2 = EM. An eective
parameter tracking method uses the solution at one value of V 2 = EM as the initial guess in the iteration for
the solution at a smaller V 2 = EM, because this guess necessarily satis®es all the inequalities in Eq. (12). The
solution is presented in Figs. 4 andp5.
Both
the dimensionless weight parameter and the member geometry


2
parameters
are
plotted
against
V
=
EM
,
rather
are nearly linear in
p
p than V = EM, because the variations
p
V = EM . The plots are terminated at V = EM  0:002. Larger values
of
V
=
EM
would
generate plates
p
that would not be considered as thin. Over the entire range of V = EM plotted, three of the constraints in
Eq. (12) are active: face member buckling and yielding, and core member buckling.
2.3. Optimal plate truss with identical face and core members
Consider a subset of truss plates, known as octet trusses (Fuller, 1983), comprised of identical members,
i.e.,
p
Rf  Rc  R; Lf  Lc  L; and Hc  2=3L
13a
with
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Fig. 4. Normalized weight per unit area of optimized truss plates as a function of the dimensionless load parameter (rY =E  0:007).
The upper curve applies to an octet truss plate whose members are all the same. The lower curve is for a fully optimized truss plate with
distinct face and core members.

Fig. 5. Member sizes for the fully optimized truss plate, where `  M=V (rY =E  0:007).

x1  R=`;

and

x2  L=`:

13b

This subset is interesting from the vantage point of its geometric aesthetics, and plate trusses in this class
(Fig. 1) have been constructed in both plastic and metal. Eqs. (11) and (12) become
p
W
 6 3px21 x2 1 ;
q`
and

14
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1
p
2p



V2
EM



E
rY


x1 2 6 1; face member yielding;

15a

p 

2 2 V2
x 4 x2 6 1; face member buckling;
p3
EM 1 2

15b

p  2  
3
V
E
p
x1 2 x2 6 1; core member yielding;
rY
2p EM

15c

p 

2 6 V2
x 4 x3 6 1; core member buckling:
p3
EM 1 2

15d

Comparison
before the face
p of Eqs. (15a) and (15c) reveals that the core members will never pyield

members if 3x2 < 1, which will always pertain to slender plate trusses. Similarly, 3x2 < 1 ensures that
face member buckling will always precede core member buckling. Thus, only face member yielding and
buckling need to be considered. Anticipate that face member buckling governs, i.e., from Eqs. (15a) and
(15b):

r
R
1
V
E

x 1  > pp
;
16
  p
`
rY
EM
2p
and
x21 x2 1

2

 pp

2 p3




V
p :
EM

17

Then one notes immediately from
Eqs.
p
 (17) and (14) that the normalized minimum weight per unit area
depends precisely linearly on V = EM according to
p
W
12 3 V
V
 p
18
p  p  9:861 p :
q`
EM
2p EM
p
The minimum is attained for any combination of x1 and x2 satisfying Eq. (17) and 3x2 < 1. Note also that if
the equality in Eq. (16) is met together with Eq. (17), corresponding to simultaneous buckling and yielding
of the face members, the minimum is still given by Eq. (18). Further inspection of the constraints reveals
that ifpyield
 holds but buckling does not, then the normalized weight exceeds Eq. (18). It follows, for
all V = EM , the minimum weight is given by Eq. (18), since x1 and x2 can always be chosen to meet
Eqs. (16) and (17). The minimum weight relation (18) for truss plates with identical members is included in
Fig. 4, and it can be seen to lie between 20% and 30% above the minimum weight for the truss plates, whose
core and face members are not constrained to be the same.
Minimum weight octet trusses with identical members are not unique. A family of trusses exists, speci®ed
by Eq. (17) and limited by Eq. (16), for which each truss is at minimum weight. A curious outcome of this
nonuniqueness is that any plate truss whose members are identical is a minimum weightptruss
 for some
particular loading. More precisely, given a geometry speci®ed by x1 and xp2 ,
determine
V
=
EM from Eq.

(17). If Eq. (16) is met, it follows that the truss is minimum weight at V = EM .
With reference to the dimensional Eqs. (9a) and (9b), it can be seen that V plays no role in the optimization of the truss plate with identical members. The design of this restricted class of plates is, in eect,
designed under a pure moment M. This is revealed by rewriting Eq. (18), with the aid of Eq. (4), as
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p r
W
12 3 M

 pp
:
 
q
2p E
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19

p
For design under a pure moment per unit length, there is only one length quantity, M=E. When
p the truss
core
members
are
design
variables,
the
problem
reverts
to
a
problem
depending
on
V
=
EM , but not
p
p
M=E. At very low values of V = EM , a long-wavelength buckling mode, akin
to
a
plate
buckling
on an
p
elastic foundation, must be considered. This mode brings in the length quantity M=E in addition to M=V .
The regime in which this additional mode is important will be investigated in subsequent work.
3. Plates with truss cores and solid sheet faces subject to bending and transverse shear
Replace the face members in the truss plates just considered by solid sheets of thickness tf of the same
base material leaving the truss core unchanged. The weight per unit area of the resulting sandwich plate is
given by Eq. (3), and the four design variables are tf ; Rc ; Hc and Lc . As in the case of the truss plates,
consider in®nitely wide plates subject to line loads oriented relative to the truss core in the same manner
considered before (Fig. 3), inducing bending about the direction parallel to A±A0 . Let M and V be the
maximum moment and shear force per unit length. The maximum stress in the face sheets and the maximum force in the truss members again can be obtained from elementary equilibrium using the method of
sections, neglecting the small contribution from transverse shear stresses within the face sheets:
p
3VdLc
M
rf 
; Fc 
;
20
tf Hc
Hc
p
where d  L2c Hc2 . As is commonplace in the analysis of thin-skinned sandwich structures, the formula
for rf neglects terms of relative order tf =Hc under the assumption that tf =Hc  1. One face sheet experiences
compression and the other, tension of the same magnitude. The sense of V is assumed to be such that the
maximum truss member force in Eq. (20) is compressive, just as in the case of the analysis in Section 2.
The four failure modes taken into account in designing the optimal sandwich plate are face sheet
yielding, face sheet buckling, core member yielding and core member buckling. The associated constraints
are
M
6 rY ; face sheet yielding;
tf Hc

21a

M
49p2 E  tf 2
6
; face sheet buckling;
tf Hc
432 1 m2  d

21b

p
3VdLc
6 rY ; core member yielding;
Hc pR2c

21c

p
3VdLc
kp2 ER2c
6
; core member buckling:
Hc pR2c
4L2c

21d

The mode of face sheet buckling (or wrinkling) leading to Eq. (21b) is shown in Fig. 6. The skin is assumed
to buckle with the node lines shown. The rotation restraining eect of the truss core on the face sheets at the
points of attachment is neglected. Thus, Eq. (21b) is expected to underestimate somewhat the maximum
moment at buckling. The factor k in Eq. (21d) will be adjusted to model dierent end conditions for core
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Fig. 6. Nodal lines of the face sheet buckling mode for sandwich plates with truss core. Compression is in the horizontal direction. A
``+'' within nodal lines represents an upward de¯ection, while a `` '' denotes a downward de¯ection.

member buckling. The choice k  1 corresponds to simply-supported conditions at the member ends. This
choice, which will be used in most of the computations, neglects the rotational constraint provided by the
other members and the face sheet at each end. This choice will certainly underestimate the maximum allowable shear force associated with core member buckling. The other extreme choice is k  4, corresponding to fully clamped conditions at each end. This choice is expected to signi®cantly overestimate the
maximum shear force at buckling. Predictions based on the two limiting choices, k  1 and 4, will be
contrasted to assess the sensitivity to this constraint of the optimal design.
The weight per unit area (3) and the constraints (21) are written in dimensionless form using `  M=V
and the four design variables
~
x  tf =`; Rc =`; Hc =`; d=`:

22

The normalized weight per unit area, W =q`, and the four dimensionless constraints involve only rY =E (and
m, which is taken to be 1/3 in the calculations) and V 2 = EM, as well as ~
x. For a given rY =E, the relation of
W =q` to V 2 = EM is universal for the optimally designed sandwich plate. That relation is plotted in Fig. 7
over the range for which the plates can be considered slender or ``thin'' for rY =E  0:007 with k  1. The
associated values of the design variables are plotted in Fig. 8. The active constraints over the entire range
plotted are face sheet yielding and buckling, and core member buckling. If the geometry of the core truss is
constrained
p in the same manner as was considered of the octet trusses in Section 2, i.e., such that and
d  Lc = 3, then there are only three independent design variables, tf =`, Rc =` and Hc =`. The optimal
sandwich plate in this sub-class is also included in Fig. 7, where it can be seen to be only slightly heavier
than the fully optimized structure. The important implication is that this special core geometry appears to
be almost as promising as the fully optimized core. The same three constraints noted above are active.
As remarked above, the assumption of simply supported truss member ends (k  1) is conservative,
leading to an overestimate of W =q`. The eect of taking the end conditions to be fully clamped (k  4) is
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Fig. 7. Normalized weight per unit area as a function of the dimensionless load parameter for optimally designed sandwich plates
with
p

truss cores (rY =E  0:007, m  1=3 and k  1). The geometry of the plate for the upper curve is constrained such that Hc  2=3Lc .
The lower curve is for the fully optimized plate.

Fig. 8. Face sheet thickness and core member size for the fully optimized sandwich plate (rY =E  0:007, m  1=3, k  1).

seen in Fig. 9, where both curves have been computed for the unconstrained core geometry. Full clamping
is unconservative such that the predicted trend for W =q` is expected to underestimate the optimal weight of
sandwich plates with truss cores. The fact that the spread between the two estimates in Fig. 9 is relatively
narrow in spite of the signi®cant dierence between the two modeling assumptions suggests that the pinned
jointed idealization used in this paper may not give rise to signi®cant error. To the left of the vertical line in
Fig. 9, the clamped case has the same three active constraints noted for the case k  1. To the right of the
line, all four constraints are active.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of optimal weights of fully optimized sandwich plates with truss cores for two choices of core member end
conditions: k  1 (simply-supported) and k  4 (clamped).

4. Weight comparison: truss plates, sandwich plates with truss cores, and honeycomb sandwich plates
Fig. 10 compares the weight per unit area of the fully optimized truss plate of Section 2 and that of the
fully optimized sandwich plate with the truss core (with k  1) from Section 3. Included in this plot are
the corresponding results for optimized honeycomb sandwich plates, where both the face sheets and the

Fig. 10. Comparison of optimal weights of truss plates, sandwich plates with truss cores k  1, and sandwich plates with honeycomb
cores, all with rY =E  0:007 and m  1=3. The two plates with truss cores are fully optimized. Two cases of the honeycomb plates have
been considered: the corepthickness
®xed at Hc =`  0:1; and the core thickness taken equal to that of the sandwich plate with truss core

at the same value of V = EM .
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honeycomb core are made from the same material as the other two plate structures (rY =E  0:007 and
m  1=3). As in the case of the other two plate structures, the sole dimensionless loading parameter in the
optimization of the honeycomb sandwich is V 2 = EM . The optimization analysis of the honeycomb
sandwich is outlined in Appendix A. Four competing failure modes have been considered: face sheet
buckling and yielding, and core web buckling and yielding under shear. The four design variables are face
sheet thickness, core thickness, web thickness, and the size of the honeycomb hexagon. The fully optimized
honeycomb sandwich has a much larger core thickness than either of the two other plate structures analyzed here. So thick, in fact, that the honeycomb sandwich could hardly be considered to be thin and would
be unlikely to be a realistic contender. To make a meaningful comparison, two restricted optimization
calculations have been performed for the honeycomb sandwich plates. In one, the thickness of the honeycomb sandwich, Hc , was set equal to the thickness of the truss core sandwich plate at the corresponding
value of V 2 = EM  (Fig. 8a). In the other calculation, the thickness of the honeycomb plate was set to be
Hc =`  0:1 over the whole range of V 2 = EM. In each set of calculations, the optimization was then performed with respect to the other three design variables. The outcomes of these restricted optimizations for
the honeycomb sandwich are plotted in Fig. 10.
It is striking that the weights of the optimized sandwich plates with truss and honeycomb cores are so
similar. Sandwiches with honeycomb cores are generally regarded as the lightest weight plate structures.
The comparison of Fig. 10 suggests that truss cores may be equally eective for sandwich plates. Opportunities associated with an open core and possible advantages in face/core bonding may augur well for
employment of truss cores.
The optimal weight estimates in Fig. 10 have been determined under approximations to the buckling
strengths of each of the three types of plates (e.g. pinned joints and simple supports at joints, where the
webs or beam members merge with the faces). All the approximations tend to underestimate the buckling
capacity, and thus it is expected that the optimal weight estimates in Fig. 10 are all overestimates. Further
work will be required to re®ne these estimates and to fully certify the relative weight advantages of the three
types of plate structures. It seems to us, that of the three types, the design weight of the truss plate is likely
to be reduced the most by more accurate buckling analysis. This assertion arises from our expectation that
the major error following from the idealization of pinned joints is in the critical load for buckling of the
truss faces.

5. Plates with truss cores and solid sheet faces designed as compression panels
The competitive performance under transverse loads of the sandwich plates comprised of solid sheet
faces with a truss core motivates their consideration as candidates for compression panels. Here, attention
is focused on simply supported wide plates of length, `, designed to carry a prescribed compressive load per
unit length, P . (Note that ` in this section is de®ned dierently from the previous sections.) In the spirit of a
study by Budiansky (1999), the optimal design will be compared with optimally designed stringer stiened
construction, which is among the most ecient for applications requiring light weight. As in the earlier
parts of the present study, attention is limited to sandwich plates made from a single material. The structure
is the same as that in Section 3, and the notation of that section continues to apply. Speci®cally, the task in
this section is to minimize the weight per unit area (3) of the plate subject to the failure constraints, which
now include overall buckling of the plate in the wide column mode. As before, only the loading regime
leading to relatively thin plates will be investigated.
Under axial compression P , the face sheets of the unbuckled plate carry all the load such that the forces
in the truss members are zero. Yielding or buckling of the individual truss members are no longer limitations on the design. However, the transverse shear stiness of the core enters into the overall buckling
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strength of the plate. The elastic buckling load for a simply supported wide plate of length ` having bending
stiness D and transverse shear stiness S is (Allen, 1969)
Pcrit 


 1
p2 D
p2 D
1

:
`2
`2 S

23

Only the face sheets contribute to the bending stiness:
1
1
2
D  Etf Hc  tf   Etf Hc2 ;
24
2
2
where, as in Section 3, it is anticipated that tf =Hc  1, such that the approximation given above can be
used. The transverse shear stiness (which is isotropic) depends on the truss core members according to
pER2 H 2
S  pc c :
3L3c

25

Thus, the overall buckling constraint is
P 6 Pcrit :

26a

There are three other potential failure modes which potentially constrain the design, the ®rst two of
which were employed in Section 3. Avoidance of face sheet yielding requires
P 6 2rY tf ;

26b

while the condition for localized face sheet buckling requires
P6

49
p2
Etf3
:
216 1 m2  L2c Hc2 

26c

The remaining failure mode which must be considered is a compressive kinking mode, which can occur if
the transverse shear stiness is very low. This is a localized mode of buckling, in the order of the thickness
of the plate, in which the core shears cause a kink in the centerline of the plate (Allen, 1969). The constraint
against kinking is P 6 S, or, by Eq. (25),
pER2 H 2
P 6 pc c :
3L3c

26d

The optimal design problem is the minimization
of W in Eq. (3) with respect to tf , Lc , Rc and Hc , subject
p
to the four constraints (26). Again, let d  L2c Hc2 , and take the vector of dimensionless unknowns to
be as de®ned in Eq. (22). Then, the problem becomes the minimization of the dimensionless weight per
area

q p 
W = q`  2 x1  px22 x23  x24 = 3x24  ;
27
subject to the four constraints:
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The prescribed dimensionless load parameter is P = E`, and the two material parameters are rY =E and m.
The outcome of the optimization analysis is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for rY =E  0:007 and m  1=3.
Both the full optimization
with
p
 respect to the four variables and the geometrically constrained optimization
are included with Hc  2=3Lc , corresponding to the same tetrahedral core geometry considered in Sections 2 and 3. The range of the load parameter has been chosen to be consistent with the stated condition

Fig. 11. Normalized weight per unit area as a function of the dimensionless load parameter for optimally designed simply-supported
wide panels under axial compression
p (rY =E  0:007 and m  1=3). The upper and lower curves are for the sandwich plates with a truss
core, constrained with Hc  2=3Lc and unconstrained, respectively. The middle curve is an optimized hat-stiened single layer plate,
which is regarded as one of the most ecient structures for this application.

Fig. 12. Normalized
variables specifying the optimal truss core sandwich plates in Fig. 11: (a) unconstrained case and (b) constrained
p
case (Hc  2=3Lc ).
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Fig. 13. Normalized weight per unit area for truss core sandwich plates with constrained geometry (Hc 
designs and for three values of rY =E, all with m  1=3.

p
2=3Lc ) for strictly elastic

that the plate be relatively thin. Plots of the design variables for the optimum plates are displayed in Fig. 12
revealing that Hc =` approaches 1/10 at the upper end of the range of the load parameter plotted. The
kinking mode is never active over the entire range of the load parameter considered. The more heavily
loaded compression panels have three of the constraints active in the optimal design: overall and face sheet
buckling and face sheet yielding. More lightly loaded panels (below the jump in the slope of the curves)
buckle at the design load simultaneously in the overall and localized face sheet modes, but are stressed
below yield.
Included in Fig. 11 as a standard for evaluating the performance of the optimal truss core sandwich
plates is the weight for an optimal hat-stiened plate (Budiansky, 1999), also with rY =E  0:007 and
m  1=3. Hat-stiened plates are generally regarded to be one of the most ecient light weight constructions
for compression panels. The unconstrained truss core sandwich plates are lighter than the hat-stiened
plates, while the constrained design is only slightly heavier.
The results for the more lightly loaded optimal panels buckle below yield and therefore depend only on
the elastic moduli. However, the upper limit of P = E` for strictly elastic design depends on rY =E. Fig. 13
presents the weight per unit area as a function of the load parameter for three values of rY =E for optimized
compression sandwich p
plates
 with truss cores. These results are for plates with cores subject to the geometric constraint Hc  2=3Lc , but results for the fully optimized panels follow the same trend. The weight
of the more heavily loaded panels increases sharply with decrease in yield strength material.
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Appendix A. Optimized honeycomb sandwich plates
Sandwich plates with honeycomb cores are used in Fig. 10 to gauge the performance of the truss plates
and the sandwich plates with truss cores. The faces and the honeycomb core are assumed to be made of the
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Fig. 14. Conventions for honeycomb core analysis.

same material, as was the case of the other two structures. The face sheet thickness is tf , the core thickness is
Hc , the thickness of the honeycomb web is tc , and the length of each side of the honeycomb hexagon is Lc .
The weight per unit area is


2Hc tc
W  q p  2tf :
A:1
3L c
The analysis follows that of the truss core sandwich fairly closely, with similar approximations. The
maximum moment per unit length and transverse shear force per unit length are again denoted by M and V
and oriented parallel to the section A±A0 in Fig. 14. The transverse shear force is assumed to be carried
entirely by the honeycomb core. Under these assumptions, the stress in the face sheet is
rf 

M
;
tf Hc

A:2

while the average shear stress in the core web oriented perpendicular to the load line is
p
3VLc
sc 
:
tc Hc

A:3

The weight per unit area is minimized subject to the following four strength constraints:
M
6 rY ; face sheet yielding;
tf Hc

A:4

M
379p2 Etf2
6
; face sheet buckling;
tf Hc
1728 1 m2 L2c

A:5

p
3VLc
6 sY ; core web yielding;
tc Hc

A:6

p
3VLc
tc Hc

i
2
2
5:35 Htc2  4 Ltc2 ;
c
c i
h
tc2
tc2
p2 E
6 12 1 m2  5:35 L2  4 H 2 ;
6

p2 E
12 1 m2 

h

c

c

if Lc > Hc
if Hc > Lc ;

core web buckling;

A:7
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Fig. 15. Nodal lines for face sheet buckling mode for sandwich plates with honeycomb core. The compression direction is horizontal.
To comply with the constraint of the core geometry, simple support conditions are taken along the horizontal nodal lines, and clamped
conditions are assumed along the vertical nodal lines.

p
where sY prY = 3. The face sheet buckling mode is approximated by a rectangular pattern with dimensions
3Lc =2 by 3Lc and clamped on the edges parallel to the load line and simply supported on the edges
perpendicular to the load line. This choice was made to model the constraint of the honeycomb core on the
sheet buckling mode, as indicated in Fig. 15. The average shear stress in the core is equated to the yield
stress in shear to determine (A.6). Core buckling is assumed to be associated with a plate subject to uniform
shear sc of dimension Lc by Hc and simply supported on all its edges (Timoshenko and Gere, 1961). The
simple support conditions underestimate the rotational constraint of the adjoining webs and the face sheets.
When
p cast into dimensionless variables in the manner of the previous sections, the only load parameter is
V = EM and the material parameters are rY =E and m. Computations minimizing the weight subject to the
four constraints have been carried out for rY =E  0:007 and m  1=3. Over the entire range of the loading
parameter considered in this paper, the value Hc =` of associated with the optimum was greater than 0.15.
This is not a thin plate and it is highly unlikely that such a plate would be considered in an application. To
make a meaningful comparison between the honeycomb core sandwich and the other plate
structures,
two
p

dierent constraints on Hc were considered: (i) Hc =` was ®xed at 0.1 for all values of V = EM andp(ii)
H
 c =`
was taken to be same as Hc =` for the fully optimized truss core sandwich plate at each value of V = EM . In
each of these two cases, the honeycomb core sandwich was then optimized with respect to the remaining
three variables. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Over the entire range of the load parameter plotted, the
optimal honeycomb core sandwich exhibits simultaneous face sheet yielding, face sheet buckling and core
buckling.
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